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Only the knife knows what goes on in the heart
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informing his son

of the distinctions between

free spirit and schmuck

informing his wife

of the ways look after and

suffocate differ

three rabbis

on St. Patrick’s Day

sharing slivovitz

the neurotic teen

winning the state spelling bee

with Oedipal
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friendless man hoping

to survive the holidays

via opiates

five-year-old judge

using a Tootsie Roll Pop

as her gavel

six-year-old builder

using Barbie heads on sticks

as his hammers

a Met fan slugging

the Brave reaching in the stands

for a foul pop-up

overhearing

Great-Gramps mutter Fiscal cliff,

schmiscal cliff
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a boy smiles, thinking

of the sharks’ aquarium

shattering

first day of law school . . .

the new prof telling students

Work hard or fail

first day of law school . . .

the old prof telling students

Tickled to be here!

the teacher hoping

his lecture on Kierkegaard

goes viral

AIDS researcher

lighting one yahrzeit candle

for millions worldwide
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celebrating

the end of his doctor’s screed

by drinking bourbon

nine-year-old Martha

asking which sounds sexier:

Martie or Marthie

raging at her spouse

for referring to their dog

as it, not she

suicidal man

watching a YouTube clip

of giggling babies

at the wedding

Grandma looking away from

the cake with two grooms





Think of what is stored in an 80- or a 90-year-old mind.

Just marvel at it. You’ve got to get out this information, 

this knowledge, because you’ve got something to pass on. 

There’ll be nobody like you ever again.

                                                 Studs Terkel
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the elderly man

wishing to be called once

before dying Hunk

Timothy Slaughter,

a pre-vet, contemplating

a surname change

his child asking why

football players are using

pacifiers

job interview . . .

the applicant resting his feet

on the boss’s desk

mocking the Mayans,

three mall retailers having

World Not Ending Sales
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third grader guessing

Isaac Newton invented

cookies with fruit

Macy’s men’s room . . .

the baby changing station

annoying Granddad

Orthodox rabbi

feeling unease while eating

porcini mushrooms

TV weatherman

predicting no snow or ice . . .

a teacher screaming

mother of triplets

bragging to a Marine

she’s seen combat
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the anti-Semite

blaming Jewish immigrants

for Puerto Ricans

Cornell athlete

wishing Big Red didn’t spark

thoughts of chewing gum

Southern Cal athlete

wishing Trojans didn’t spark

thoughts of condoms

a gay couple

hoping to be the first on

The Newlywed Game

an overweight teen

vowing to switch from light

to dark chocolate
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Define elf . . . 

the grammarian replies,

Subordinate Claus

1/1, 2:00 a.m. . . .

the designated driver

hitting a skunk

the actor ruing

he makes his living saying

other people’s words

Intro Psych, first class . . .

a freshman hoping to learn

ESP

Social Psych, first class . . .

a sophomore hoping to learn

how to attract guys
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the one year-old

elating her Russian aunts

by enjoying borscht

placing a doo-rag

on the Richmond statue

of General Lee

educating 

her husband that dryer lint

isn’t dirt

meat-averse teen

regarding buckwheat groats

as close enough

veggie-averse child

wanting credit for eating

relish on hot dogs
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100th birthday . . . 

the Pol Pot survivor

feeling unworthy

family elder

not recognizing her grandson

out of sweats

therapy session . . .

the new patient presenting

his neighbor’s nightmare

in court, Sol Goldman

defending the skinhead

who wishes him dead

four-year-old chef

placing slices of cheddar 

in the toaster
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irking his son

by pronouncing croissant

as the French do

her teen putting first

on his Resolutions List

Make triceps huge

his wife putting first

on her Resolutions List

Lose one chin

young Packer fan

choosing not to bother God

with touchdown requests

Polish man in Vail

claiming, for him, it’s always

ski season
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lifelong New Yorker

boasting he’s never been

south of Brooklyn

college applicant

popping Skittles in her mouth

mid-interview 

ER, Christmas day . . .

a three month-old presenting

with a bullet wound

firing her shrink

for eating in their session

a banana

a teen startling

the old judge by pleading

Guilty as hell
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Jewish French chef

preparing a crepe du jour

filled with kasha

in church

their Dad promising the priest

not to snore again

the NRA veep

admitting his grandparents

were Eugene hippies

Ravens fan Ruth Cohn

introducing her newborn

Anquan

dedicating

the new book to his ex-wives,

misspelling their names
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Great-Gramps trying

to recall whether he ever

killed someone

informing both sons

that his current mistress

is too old for him

drunk professor

bellowing at a freshman

It’s ask, not ax!

devout Muslim

smelling bacon frying

in his sleep

a vegan telling

her baby the third piggy

had steamed rice
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on Kol Nidrei

a Jewish girl vows to stop

being like Mom

patient of six years

asking his psychiatrist

if she’s married

reading writ large,

the sophomore assuming

it’s a typo

clinical psych prof

fuming that his grad students

don’t read Joyce, Chekhov

her twelve year-old

asserting he’s seeking

infamy
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Aunt Faye asserting

her Three Musketeers bar

is medicinal

the cantor

trying to convince his son

shrimp tastes like tuna

their Dad revealing

that his youth was filled with

Good, wholesome trouble

Boston Celtics

in church . . . seeing halos,

thinking dunk shots

impoverished man

dreaming of using a knife

at dinnertime
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the roofer,

battling severe depression, 

guzzling malt liquor

top cheerleader

dreaming of marrying

the chess team star

Zhang Xun smiling

hearing Mandarin spoken

with a Bronx accent

the physicist

believing his Mom’s cheesecake

has magnetic pull

ex SDS head

seething that his grandsons joined

the ROTC
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her child pondering

how much more work he’d get done

if he didn’t blink

two Warsaw natives -

one rightist, one leftist - noting

they’re Poles apart

Manhattanite

calling the Chicagoan

semi-rural

down an icy street

their eight year-old luging

on a snow shovel

with a labored breath

Gramps utters his last words:

Keep it real, homies
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the Mafia don

trying hard to determine

who gave him the flu

evincing concern

her spouse finds pork products

so arousing

Pop wanting a job

for which he need not

shower after work

Aunt Fatima

refusing a Hershey’s Kiss:

Looks like a nipple!

six year-olds using

the creases in Grandpa’s face

to play tic-tac-toe
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not realizing

the excellent listener

is hard of hearing

family picnic . . .

six cousins bringing melons,

mallets and goggles

Detroit hoops coach

teaching his pupils the art

of talking trash

Memphis hoops coach

teaching his pupils the art

of fouling subtly

Caroline Seaver,

a history buff, naming

her first child Julius
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on their heads

eight-year-old soldiers wearing

unmatched pots

nursery school girl

placing one orange Froot Loop

on the bathroom scale

his wife chiding him

for not saying God bless you

when their dog sneezed

whispering

to her comatose daughter

to trust in the Lord

maternity ward . . .

Dachau survivor welcomes

his sixth great-grandson
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Gramps expressing thanks

his child and teen memories

are blank or blurry

young Mel Schwartz

opting for the nickname

Rampage

first day at Princeton . . .

a freshman learning her Dad

in Beijing has passed

an Italian

touring Kansas, noting how

Florence, Lawrence differ

watching Uncle Ed

bring The Sound and the Fury

into the men’s room
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in the dugout

third-string catcher Walter Rice

sitting, steaming

after fumbling

benched halfback Curtis White

knowing he’s toast

the high school athlete

distinguishing for Aunt Maude

hard, cut, ripped, shredded

old world scholar

perplexed people care about

football games’ outcomes

the new graduate

writing to his professor

I make more than you
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in her eulogy

the nine year-old noting Gramps

was a great speller

mother, wife, sons

of the Nobel laureate

keeping him humble

the hooker’s daughter

wishing that her surname

were not Slutkin

doubles tennis match 

in Shanghai . . . Wang and Wang

playing Wang and Wang

thoughts of Auschwitz

piercing the ninety year-old

in the smoky room
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the alum showing

his sons the library nooks

where he slept

the alum showing 

his sons the campus game room

where he studied

their teen promising

to change her car’s oil every

fifty thousand miles

women’s high hurdles . . .

Great-Granddad focusing

on the low-cut shorts

first evening in Rome . . .

an art student from Duluth

fracturing both wrists
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the fourth grader

receiving a suspension

for shouting Bang

the eighth grader

receiving a suspension

for a vicious glare

retired one day,

Dad bringing to the attic

his leather wingtips

overly modest,

the baseball pitcher balking

at a compliment

asking the psychic

which marriage counselor

she’d recommend
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the metallurgist

distinguishing brazier

from brassiere

less popular twin

referring to herself

as the other

How was Everest? . . .

their mountain-climbing son

responding Fine

Vassar Marxists

naming their firstborn child

Fidel Feinberg

Oberlin Marxists

naming their firstborn child

Ho Chi Minsky
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